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Either or subject verb agreement worksheets

Select the correct verb form that agrees to the subject.1. Annie and her brother (sister, they) are in school. 2. Either my mother or father (sister, will come to the meeting.3. The dog or cats are (is, they) outside. 4. Either my shoe or your clothes (is, is) always on the floor.5. George and Tamara (don't, don't) want to see this movie No. 6. Benito (don't, don't) know the answer. 7. One
of my sisters (is, they) went on a trip to France. 8. The man and all the birds (live, life) in my street. 9. The movie, including all the previews, (take) over two hours to watch. 10. The players, as well as the captain, (want) to win. 11. Either answer (is, are) acceptable. 12. Each one of these books (is, is) fiction. 13. Nobody (knows, knowing) the problem I saw. 14. (Is it, is that) the
news about five or six? 15. Math (is, is) John's favorite subject, while Civic (is, is) Andrea's favorite subject. 16. Eight dollars (is, is) the price of a movie these days. 17. (Will, do) tweez them into this drawer? 18. Your pants (is, is) in the cleaner. 19. There are (tea, ones) candy in the bag. Now there (is, is) only one left! 20. The committee (debate, debate) these questions carefully.
21. Board members (drive, lead) very different lives in private. 22. The Prime Minister, along with his wife, (greet, greet) the press cordialman. 23. All the CDs, even the scratch one, (is, is) in this case. Go to Answer Two singular nuns connected by or neither take a singular verb. Neither Charles nor Benjamin were present there. Neither he nor his father are good at driving. When
one of the nurses is connected by or neither is pluable, the verb must be pluable, and the pluable subject must be placed next to the verb. Neither Peter nor his parents were aware of it. (More natural than 'Neither her parents nor Peter' knew that.) When the subjects that are connected by or are of different persons, the verb agrees with the nun who comes closer to it. Neither you
nor him are responsible for this. (Here's the verb is agreed to pronounce to his third person.) Either it or you are about to be cleaning up the mess. (Here's the verb to agree with the second person to pronounce you.) Either you or John have to pay for the drinks. Determine each ones, every person, everyone, every etc. Determined to each, each, every person, anyone, nor one,
anybody, no one, no one should be followed by a single nun and a singular verb. Many people lost his life at sea. (Here the very expression is followed by a star nun and a singular verb.) Neither candidate is fit for the job. (Not kandina are fit for the job.) Note We cannot put a n immediately after each one. Instead we use the structure each one of. Each one of them should be
followed by a pluable noun with a single topic. Every one of the boys seems to be excited about the picnic. (Not every one of the boy looks...) (Not every one of the boys looks...) September 12, 2015 by Fiction Editor Hill last modified September 13, 2015 Have you ever struggled with either or, wondering if they are referring to equal or plural subjects, wondering if they have taken
verbs or plural verbs? Have you watched either and neither only are they finding competing rules about their use, on whether they are all good or pluable? Let's look at both words and resolve the question of subject-verb agreement when using as subject. (There are other usages in either and neither, but we will focus only the problem one in this article.) Here's a tip that should
prove useful: There are different conditions to consider when you make your decision on whether either and neither are singular or pluable. Under one condition, both deaths are still singular and take a singular verb. Under the other condition, the choice between singular and pluable will depend not only on those words either and neither but on other words in your sentence as
well. _ Conditions one night and neither are pronuncing. But they can also conjning (correlative), adjective, determined, and even advertising. When either word is used as a pronoun and as the subject of a sentence or clause—and it is the only subject—that takes an equal verb. When one of these words is used to modify the single subject of a sentence, it takes a singular verb.
Let's look at the examples. I've included quite a few-constituents with similar words. Not distracted by other words in the sentence -- under the condition I description, both either and neither are regular, and require smart verbs. Note that in a question format, the help verb is the word that will be singular. Either stylus is a good choice. Neither sandwiches taste good. Neither was a
very good song. Nor did they sing very good. X Neither one is a favorite of me. Neither one are favorites. X Either one of your siblings seems able to do the job. Neither of my brothers wants them to be left home. Either of you is welcome any day. Either of you are welcome any day. X Neither of us considers you unimportant. Does either option require a signature? Do either boy
want breakfast? Do either boy want breakfast? X does either of the boys want breakfast? Do either of the boys want breakfast? X does either one of the boys want breakfast? Does either one want breakfast? Does either want breakfast? Neither wants breakfast. Neither wants breakfast. X Ni Fresh wants breakfast. Neither of the brothers want breakfast. Neither of the brothers
want breakfast. X Neither one wants breakfast. No license? No license? X So neither has a license. So neither has a license. X by either of them want to go? Don't either of them want to go? X Don't either of your kids want desserts? Not either of the kids you want to desert? X Do either of you want to go with me? Are either of you willing to go with me? X is either of your daughter
a doctor? Is either daughter a doctor? are you either of the daughter of a doctor? X Is either daughter of a doctor? X Is Either Daughter Dr? X No neither of them was a good fit? Were neither of them not a good fit? X wasn't neither a good choice? Is neither a good choice? X Some of these are straightforward not to sound right in the ears, do they? And some correct sound correct.
But they are correct or incorrect as highlighted. At least gramatically incorrect or incorrect. Those who really sound evil are the examples and the presidency of (of your daughters, of you) either neither. But either and neither are they always regular, even when followed by a prepositional sentence that contains a plur object. The Caveat Most of the time we want to be grammarly
correct. But correct isn't always our first goal. In fiction we want our characters to speak (and think) as they actually would. Does your character still speak correctly? That's up to you to decide. But many 3-D people speak banter that should be regarded as incorrect in terms of proper grammar, so fictional characters can definitely do the same. (I'm pretty sure I regularly use several
of these wrong examples when I say similar sentences.) Still, it pays to know what is considered correct. If you're using the omnisous POV, you'll probably want your narator to use appropriate grammar. But if you are writing for the business world, for an organization news, or for a school course—if you are writing nonfictions—choose correct grammar unless using improved
grammar on purpose, perhaps to create an effect or prove a point. The condition of the second condition kicked in when there are alternative subjects that share a single verb. In this case we are talking about subjects linked by or neither. Find either/ or or their construction. Under this condition, the verb is singular or pluriable based on the scope of the nearest verb. If the subject
closer to the verb is regular, use a singular verb. If the closest scope is pluable, use a pluable verb. If both subjects are regular or both pluable, the choice for the verb is easy. It's time one subject is singular with the other pluable that you have to pay attention. Either her mother or sisters are singing at the pub tonight. Either my sister or mom singing at the pub tonight. Neither her
mother nor sister are singing at the pub tonight. Neither my sisters nor his mother sing in the evening. Either Larry or Brad holds the record. Either Larry or one of his siblings holds the record. (one of his brothers, not plural brothers) Either Larry or the boys Wilson hold the record. Neither the happy nor his client knows the combination. Neither the customers nor the happy know
the combination. Neither the horses nor the jockeys have ever newly been racing on this track in particular. Neither the jockeys nor horses have ever been stagnant on this track in particular. In this second condition, readers might be disturbed by a plural topic that an exchange You can head off potential problems by updating the second plural plural scope and using a plural verb.
The first sentence in this next example is not wrong, so you shouldn't change it. But you could change the word order. Either the three elephants or the end tig is going to be cut from the second act. Either the dark tig or three elephants will be cut from the second act. Keep in mind that we're talking subjects that share a verb. If each topic has its own verbs, it's a different scenario
with a different use of either. Either you tell me, or I'll turn you in for the reward money. _ So pair either with both and singular verbs under the first condition and match the subject to the nearest verb for the second condition. In Fiction, use your judgment on characters using enhanced grammar with either or neither. But do at least acknowledge when the grammar is not the
standard or can be questionnaire. I hope these examples are proven clear and helpful. If you have any questions, please ask. Or if you have any tips of your own to share, please include them in the comments section. We will consider other uses either with neither of another article. Tags: pronoun, verb tension posted at: Grammar &amp; Punctuation
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